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: As a still from the film It's a Guy
Thing, from the book, Daddy's Boy
by Adam Mansbach [BoingBoing]
"But wait, you're telling me that I, as
a white male, don't have a right to
express my outrage? You're saying
that as a member of a hated
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minority I canât actually say that
white people are bad? I actually
have to go and be all formal and
listen to people like you who know
less about America than I do? : .
Digital Drive - Â . still from the film
It's a Guy Thing, from the book,
Daddy's Boy by Adam Mansbach
[BoingBoing] "But wait, you're
telling me that I, as a white male,
don't have a right to express my
outrage? You're saying that as a
member of a hated minority I
canât actually say that white
people are bad? I actually have to
go and be all formal and listen to
people like you who know less about
America than I do? "The difference
is that in the case of the anti-Trump
rally, the person not giving the
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speech had no protection to express
their outrage to us. While Trump
obviously does deserve
condemnation for using Twitter, he
also isnât an elected official, and
there is no comparable protection
afforded for him. So Iâm choosing
to stand with the CNN protesters."
Don't Like His Point, Don't Like His
View – The New Yorker, November
28, 2016 (CNN) The difference is
that in the case of the anti-Trump
rally, the person not giving the
speech had no protection to express
their outrage to us. While Trump
obviously does deserve
condemnation for using Twitter, he
also isnât an elected official, and
there is no comparable protection
afforded for him. So Iâm choosing
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to stand with the CNN protesters..
[Chib] "I'm speaking as a human
being, not as a journalist, but the
image that the White House is
trying to sell of this political event is
off. The impression that this is a
friendly gathering is misleading."
[Chib] "I'm speaking as a human
being, not as a journalist, but the
image that the White House is
trying to sell of this political event is
off. The impression that this is a
friendly gathering is misleading." [
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